
Designer: Wolfgang C R Mezger

The multi award winning studio of German designer Wolfgang C R Mezger has 
produced a wealth of world class designs for a host of leading International 
Companies. Wolfgang originally trained as a typographer though, and enjoyed 
a period as a musician in a band before he embarked on his design studies; 
graduating in 1979 and winning the Braun award in 1980.

After years as a freelance designer working in collaboration with many eminent 
names and lecturing extensively in Berlin, London and his old design school in 
Schwabisch Gmund, he opened his own design studio in Eislingen. 

Features: 

Exclusively licensed from Davis Furniture Industries Inc for the UK & Eire only.

The striking, generous and elegant Kirkos stacking chair, takes its name from the 
Greek word, to encircle; a name that emphasises the unique shape that literally 
encircles the occupant, providing superb comfort. 

This extraordinary design cleverly achieves its shape by taking one piece of 
plywood and moulding it into an encircling shape, which is then pressed together 
and connected under the seat. The compression of the shell must be controlled 
by the quality of the veneer and uniqueness of the mould that shapes it.

There are two variations as additions to the all-wood shell, each supported by a 
universal four-legged tubular steel frame. These are with seat pad and with fully 
upholstered liner. Kirkos is offered in a clear lacquered walnut veneer, coloured 
or stained beech veneer, white laminate with oiled edges and various upholstery 
covers, including leather. A luxurious chair for dining and meeting in leisure and 
corporate environments alike.

Finishes: 

Frames can be finished in EPPC from our standard finishes or chrome plated. 
Shells are either clear lacquered walnut, clear lacquered or stained beech, or 
white laminate with sealed edges. Upholstery is available in a wide range of 
fabrics and leather. 

Marketplace: 

This is a luxurious stacking chair design with mid to high end and A&D market 
appeal. Kirkos is ideal for smart restaurants, executive dining and more luxurious 
breakout spaces where a great sit and exemplary style are required. 

Products available in range

A810
All wood chair
Walnut, beech or white ply shell
Tubular steel frame

A813
Chair with fully upholstered liner
Walnut, beech or white ply shell
Tubular steel frame

A811
Chair with upholstered seat pad
Walnut, beech or white ply shell
Tubular steel frame
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Dimensions:
Overall  810h  630w  565d 
Seat  440h
Weight 6.0kg
Stacks 8 high

Dimensions:
Overall  810h  630w  565d 
Seat  440h
Weight 8.0kg
Stacks 8 high

Dimensions:
Overall  810h  630w  565d 
Seat  440h
Weight 6.5kg
Stacks 8 high
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